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Introduction
I believe each of us has a latent prospect, an intangible yet cardinal direction where their
soul could find a fulfillment. Just like plants’ cuttings, everyone ultimately maintains a
polarity and needs to stick with it.
My polarity has always pointed north, and the mountains. It could be the reminiscence of
childhood holidays in the Alps, the sense of clean dolomitic air, the white glaze of snow and
Tyrolean bakery. Perhaps it then developed with a certain fascination for the Scandinavian
countries and people, their liberal and sustainable approach to the modern world.
It is not fully explicable, yet I’ve always found myself at least content in the vastness of
northerly landscapes. I think I am a privileged gardener to work with alpines in these days!
Therefore, when I first started considering the idea of a work experience with focus on
alpine flora and rock gardening in 2019, my compass naturally pointed north of
Birmingham, which is my current nest and workplace. And because the intention was to
have a little “busman holiday” too, why not to travel abroad?
I started looking into relevant Scandinavian gardens. Soon, my attention was drawn to the
Tromsø Arctic-Alpine Botanical Garden. As the name suggests, this is a highly-specialised
garden, entirely dedicated to cultivation of "rock plants”, as well as the most northerly
botanical garden in the world. And when I found out that they were also going to celebrate
their 25 anniversary in midsummer under the rays of the midnight sun, my hesitations faded
and the airplane tickets booked.

Panoramic view of the central core of the Tromsø Arctic-Alpine Botanical Garden.

Objective
I stayed in Tromsø 10 days from 23rd June to 2nd July 2019. The aim was to join the
horticultural team for a practical work experience programme, mixed with theoretical
learning and hiking expeditions in the wild. I believe the gardeners were particularly happy
to have two extra hands in the Gardens, as the horticultural preparation and presentation
in view of the anniversary day on 28th June was in full swing by my arrival!

It was a very full-on 10 days of horticultural exploration, in a remote and unexpected land
and garden. Where could I start from?
From compiling the log of practical and theoretical activities during my weekly work
experience? (Including weeding the omnipresent Equisetum arvense out of the outcrops,
and attending a lecture on the Alchemilla clade by a botanist from Bergen, followed by a
dissertation on alpines from Lesotho by the Head Gardener at Schachen Alpine Garden?)
Or by describing a wonderful Botanical Garden that has no gates, virtually no thefts, and
where little pretty arctic and blue poppies are sold en plen air through an honesty box?
Where comprehensive collections of Gentiana, Saxifraga (including Micranthes),
Meconopsis, Calandrina, Primula and Ranunculus are held, and thriving splendidly.
Or perhaps more in accordance with the British etiquette, I could indulge on the weather
aspect; average temperature 9°C in late June, and on one day a procession of sunshine-rainsnow-gusts in 24 hours, just to make our proverbial 4-seasons-in-a-day a laughable joke!
Not to mention the magical sight of midnight summer, glorified through the acute windows
of the Arctic Cathedral…

I shall not digress further but remind myself the first objective of my visit to Tromsø.
That was, to study and describe methods of constructing and landscaping rock gardens.
At Tromsø Arctic-Alpine Botanical Garden, Norwegian and Czech gardeners have been
developed a naturalistic and rather independent approach over the last 20 years.
This is quite distinct from the traditional Victorian layouts (as seen at Edinburgh or Kew),
or the conceptual approaches seen at Brno, Uppsala or some modern British rock gardens.
Therefore, I shall start from the words of Bjørn “The Viking” Thon, who used to be gardener
at Tromsø 20 years ago and came back down one day from his nursery. We walked
throughout the gardens and at some point he told me:
“Do you want to know about rock gardens? Go to the mountains!”
In a strict and direct Norwegian accent, of course.
I think he also mentioned a fishing rod.

Above: Bjørn “The Viking” Thon, founder of the rock gardens (archive picture).
Below: natural rock formation on the mountains near Tromsø.

Natural Inspiration
The layout of the outcrops at the Tromsø Arctic-Alpine Botanical Garden have been inspired
by naturally-occurring rock formations. Different types were chosen for different groups of
plants and phytogeographical representation. Therefore, since at Tromsø are cultivated
alpines from all the four corners of the world, not only Scandinavian geology has been
replicated.
Mountainous landscapes that have been alternatively considered and “borrowed” for the
creation of the rock-scape at Tromsø are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Granitic outcrops
Subalpine thickets
Tall meadow landscapes
Vertically laminated outcrops
Cuestas
Terminal moraine
Screes
Protalus rampart
Ponds, waterfalls, rivers

This report will focus on the description of these rock formation, and how they can be
used for the foundation of a modern, naturalistic rock garden.

Saxifraga bed at Tromso Arctic-Alpine Botanical Garden.

1. GRANITIC OUTCROPS

Definition: an outcrop is a visible exposure of bedrock or ancient superficial deposits on the
surface of the Earth. Granite is a common type of felsic intrusive igneous rock that is
granular and phaneritic in texture; it has a stark look. In horticultural terms, outcrop refers
to a display of rocks attractively arranged for cultivation of alpine plants or other suitable
flora.
Notable Examples: Paarl Rock in South Africa; Piedmont, Appalachian and Texas regions in
North America; western and south-eastern regions in Australia; Sweden and Finland in
Scandinavia.
At Tromsø: because of the presence of granite quarries near Tromsø, a number of outcrops
were built by using granitic stones. The inspiration was given by granitic outcrops in
Kvaloya, west of Tromsø.
Constructive details: granite is a very hard and impermeable stone. Great care should be
taken in preserving existing lichens when bringing the rocks in from the cave.
When arranged in the outcrops, rocks should match in coloration, texture and shape. For
example, avoid using angular and rounded shapes together.

A newly constructed Himalaya in 1991/1992 (archive picture).

Above: The Primula collection was improved by a new dramatic valley in 2018 (archive picture).
Below: 5 to 7-ton boulders with rounded contours were densely set together mimicking
a granitic outcrop. Paths are also created with an eye for a naturalistic feel (archive picture).

2. SUBALPINE AND ALPINE THICKETS

Definition: a thicket is a very dense stand of trees or tall shrubs, often dominated by only
one or a few species, to the exclusion of all others. They can be subalpine or alpine
depending to their position from the tree line (below or above respectively).
Notable Examples: fir thickets in North America; Scot pine (Pinus sylvestris) thickets in
Europe; Abies mariesii in the Japanese Alps.
At Tromsø: a subalpine thicket landscape was chosen for homing an extensive collection of
Rhododendron, allied woody genera and some woodlanders. More than 80 ericaceous taxa
are currently cultivated in these beds.
Constructive details: peat blocks were initially used, but without much success.
The composition was then changed into a more mineral mix, which proved to be better.
Full
sun
exposure
is
here
preferred,
with
some
shadier
pockets.
Notably, peat blocks are still commonly used in Scandinavian gardens, as these lands
basically sit on peat and there is little environmental risk and concern about extracting it.

The so-called Rhododendron beds (…but actually not only rhodos are cultivated here!)

Above: the first landscaping stage of the Rhododendron beds,
displaying raised beds constructed with peat blocks (archive picture).
Below: the second landscape stage, when a quantity of extra rocks
and a more mineral mix were introduced. (1997, archive picture).

3. TALL MEADOW LANDSCAPE

Definition: just like thickets, montane meadows can be divided in alpine and subalpine
meadows. They have a dense carpet of short grass and home brightly colored bulbs and
herbaceous perennial species. Montane meadow ecosystems are associated with seasonally
moist to waterlogged soils in valleys, flats, gentle slopes, and filled-in lake basins in the
higher elevations.
Notable Examples: common in the Alps, the Caucasus, the Tien-Shan, Kamchatka, and
other high-mountain regions that have a lot of snowfall. Also tundra habitats at lower
altitudes above the arctic circles.
At Tromsø: a historical ‘tall meadow landscape garden’ was created with herbaceous
perennials. This area of the Gardens was dedicated to plants traditionally used in domestic
gardens in Norway. Plants were actually imported from gardens nearby. The style is similar
to the gardenesque and cottage styles in Victorian Britain. However, it differs by the use of
perennials only, total lack of lawns, and smaller palette of plants.
Constructive details: perhaps less relevant for the purposes of this report, as very little rocks
are generally used. The presence of water is there though, with a gentle cascade and pond.
No true or high altitude alpines are cultivated in this part of the Gardens.

A ‘tall meadow landscape garden’, displaying perennials only.
This style has a garden history dating back to 1940 in North Norway.

4. VERTICALLY LAMINATED CREVICE

Definition: this formation seldom occurs in nature. It consists in ribs of oblong flat stones
placed vertically and very closely together. Such a formation leaves deep, vertical cracks
where the plants roots can find moisture and shade. This is a naturally-attractive formation
that can be borrowed in a man-made rockery with great architectural impact.
Notable Examples: vertical crevices were made popular by Czech gardeners, arguably the
founders of rock gardening. The style was developed in Austria and neighboring countries
in pre-Victorian times. Zdenek Zvolanek recently designed the crevice garden at Montreal
Botanical Garden. At the Bangsbo Botanical Garden in Denmark can be found the world's
largest crevice garden. RHS Wisley has an historical crevice garden.
At Tromsø: the Primula beds were built by two Czech gardeners in 2006.
Constructive Details: depending to the climatic conditions (aspect, light level, precipitation
level, and air humidity), rocks are placed vertically or obliquely. Different gradient permits
different drainage and moisture levels, making a huge difference for the cultivation of
plants. For example, Primula and Ramonda need a degree of moisture and shade; Sedum,
Saxifraga and southern hemisphere alpines demand perfect drainage.

A section of the Primula beds (archive picture).

Above: in 2006, two lorry-loads of large, quartzitic flat rocks taken from Signaldalen.
The Czechs David Holubec and Petr Hanzelka made a Czech-style crevice garden (archive picture).
Below: in 2018, the crevice was prolonged to give the appearance of a geological structure running
throughout the Gardens. It is now home of part of the North American collection (archive picture).

5. CUESTAS

Definition: a ridge where a harder sedimentary rock overlies a softer layer, the whole being
tilted somewhat from the horizontal. This results in a long and gentle backslope called a dip
slope that conforms with the dip of resistant strata, called caprock.
Notable Examples: Niagara Escarpment in western New York; Onondaga Escarpment in
southern Ontario; the Machinchang Formation in Malaysia; White Horse Hills; the
Cotswolds Edge in the UK.
At Tromsø: the Saxifraga collection was homed in a cuesta-inspired rockery.
Constructive Details: it is important that the tilting goes down and deep. This allows good
drainage. During the construction phase, great care has to be put in filling and packing the
empty spots and cracks with alpine mix, in order to avoid air gaps.

The cuestas at Laksefjord in Finnmark was the inspiration for the tilted outcrops at Tromsø
(archive picture).

Above: in 2008, a Saxifraga hill was constructed mimicking a cuesta (archive picture).
Below: a miniaturised cuesta, with wonderful Polemonium boreale growing on one side.

6.

TERMINAL MORAINE

Definition: moraines are formed from debris previously carried along by a glacier, and
normally consist of somewhat rounded particles ranging in size from large boulders to
minute glacial flour. A terminal moraine, also called end moraine, is a type of moraine that
forms at the snout (edge) of a glacier, marking its maximum advance. Terminal moraines
are one of the most prominent types of moraines in the Arctic.
Notable Examples: Long Island, Tinley Moraine and Valparaiso Moraine in North America;
Waiho Loop in New Zealand; terrain in central Netherlands; Trollgarden in Norway.
At Tromsø: the South America beds and the Arctic Valley have been landscaped with this
formation in mind.
Constructive Details: rocks can be deliberately used in random-looking arrangement.
Key is to use as many different sizes as possible of rocks and aggregates.

The inspiration for the gardeners at Tromsø was this large terminal moraine in Norway,
with boulders (sharp-angled here), gravel and sand (archive picture).

The South America beds were landscaped with terminal moraine formation in mind. A variety of
sizes are used: top dressing of 20 cm pure sand, small to fist-size aggregates and 10kg large rocks.

7. SCREES

Description: a scree is a collection of broken rock fragments at the base of crags, mountain
cliffs, volcanoes or valley shoulders that has accumulated through periodic rock fall from
adjacent cliff faces. Landforms associated with these materials are often called talus deposits
(see next chapter).
Notable Examples: Mount Yamnuska, Alberta, Canada; Isfjord, Svalbard, Norway.
At Tromsø: numerous small to large screes constellated the outcrops. They are especially
seen in the Arctic and Himalayan collections.
Constructive Details: independently to the size of the scree, universal rules to follow are:
try to originate the scree from a set source in a tall part of the rockery; aim for a 30° to 45°
slope (steeper gradients will result unstable); aim for a fan shape; employ various sizes of
small to medium aggregate materials.

Large scree formation near Tromsø (archive picture).

Above: in 2018, a new scree with ex situ cultivation of rare species from Finnmark (archive picture).
Below: a really attractive scree in the Arctic beds: a geological story is compellingly narrated here.

8. PROTALUS RAMPART

Description: a protalus rampart (or pronival rampart) is a depositional landform of
periglacial origin. It forms as rock debris falls onto a steep snow slope from a cliff above and
slides down the snow surface to come to a rest at the foot of the slope. Over a long period
of time, sufficient material can accumulate in this way to produce a distinct bank of stony
material which, long after the snowbed has melted away, remains as a rampart.
Protalus ramparts are distinguished from glacial moraines by their lack of rock fragments
with glacial abrasion or striations.
Notable Examples: Cirque de Gavarnie, Pyrenees; Cairngorms and northwest Highlands of
Scotland; mountains of the Brecon Beacons National Park.
At Tromsø: the paeonarium, a “protalus bed” cultivated with peonies and some woodland
plants, was built in proximity to the woodlands.
Constructive Details: since such a layout might give opportunity for tall planting, carefully
consider large enough rocks.

Protalus rampart in Norway: large, angular boulders travel below the scree itself (archive picture).

Above: in 2012, the Paeonarium was made with an eye at protalus rock formation.
Below: the bed at the time of my visit. The gardeners have been noticing that
the peonies are growing rather tall, almost obscuring the rock formation.

9. WATERFALLS, PONDS, RIVERS

Description: snowmelt means a high concentration of water on the mountain peaks.
All the landscapes descripted above alternatively experience moist to wet periods during
the year. A remarkable group of alpine and woodland characters need proximity with water
(running or still).
Notable Examples: undeniably, the best examples of large rock gardens include the presence
of water features, such as cascades and ponds. For example, to stay in Europe: Royal Botanic
Garden Edinburgh; Gothenburg Botanical Garden; Birmingham Botanical Garden.
At Tromsø: presence of a large pool planted with tall perennials; small to medium size
cascades meandering through several outcrops.
Constructive Details: speculation on this matter is above the aims of this report.
However it shall be stated that water features are among the most expensive (economically
and in terms of labour) in a garden setting. Water features need to be considered and
planned very carefully.

A little pond landscaped landscaped with lichen-covered stones.

Above: a little charming water feature, useful for growing some marginal species.
Below: a cascade at the end of the Primula bed.

The Tromsø Principles of Rock Gardening
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

In proximity of human constructions, geometric lines may be used.
In all the other cases, simulate nature, without geometrical patterns.
Think big, use some very large boulders.
Mix different stone sizes.
Create rooms and surprises by blocking views.
Prefer rocks with a cover of lichens and mosses.
Do not mix rocks of different geological origins.
Use free draining soil, and absolutely avoid air pockets.
Find suitable top dressing.
For the planting, avoid geometric patterns and plant in odd numbers.
Use modest labels (white or black) and only few panels and interpretation.

Some Other Tricks That I’ve gathered there…
a. Absolutely do not lay horizontal stones or hardcore at the bottom of the rockery.
This is important in order to keep water capillarity going.
b. A sand backfill can be used but needs to be minimum of 30cm.
c. It is possible to create a natural feel and illusion by juxtaposing broken rocks, but
they have to be of the same colour and texture.
d. In lowland rock gardens, consider irrigation with draining pipes inside the
outcrops; to be used for the first 2-3 years, when young plants are establishing.
e. Avoid the use of sharp-angles and rounded shapes in combination.
f. North-facing aspects tend to be better planting places, especially in lowland
gardens.
g. To grow lichens use a mix of egg and old milk.
Brush the egg and milk on the stone first, then blow the lichens on the mix.

And finally Plants! Some arctic characters…

Cypripedium calceolus (in the wild)

Salix arctica

Ranunculus glacialis (in the wild)

Fritillaria kamchatkensis

Saxifraga oppositifolia (in the wild)

Rhododendron lapponium

Some Europeans…

Rhododendron ferrugineum

Gentiana acaulis

Ranunculus willanderi

Phyteuma hemisphericum

Silene acaulis

Ranunculus aconitifolius ‘Flore Pleno’

Some North Americans…

Boykinia richardsonii

Lewisia twedyi

Ribes glandulosum

Andromeda polifola f. alba

Picea glauca ‘Echiniformis’

Cypripedium guttatum

Some Asiatics…

Allium victorialis

Pinus pumila ‘Glauca’

Glaucidium palmatum ‘Album’

Caltha palustris var. barthei

Meconopsis betonicifolia ‘Lingholm’

Mukdenia rossii ‘Karasuba’

Some Southerns…

Podocarpus lawrencei ‘Red Tip’

Hebe ramosissima

Oxalis loricata

Nemesia ‘Masquerade Fragrance’

Nothofagus antarctica

Perezia recurvata (easy from cutting…)

Men in charge: horticulturist Martin Hajman and Kristian Nyvoll (above, left to right)
and Arve Elvebakk, Professor in the Department of Natural Sciences (below, in red)

